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1. The Plan Representative is _____________________________.
This person will guide implementation
Big Bend Community College
of the ______________________________________________
M/WBE initiatives and progress.
Additionally, this person will lead agency efforts to attend appropriate trade show and similar events.

2. Current Participation Spend of M/WBE (in percentage and in dollars the percentage represents):
Percentage

Dollars

Total

Minority Spend

4.06%

$352,182

$8,682,050

Woman Spend

0%

$419

$8,682,050

Minority Woman Spend

3. The 2015 aspirational goals, which should be at least 20 percent above 2014 M/WBE Spend are as
follows (in percentage and in dollars the percentage represents):
Aspirational Goal: Minority /
Women Spend

Percentage

4.87%

Estimated Dollars

$423,120

4. Our agency/institution will identify plans to sponsor, support, and/or participate in the following
outreach events with the M/WBE community associations, vendor, and industry organizations:


The Purchasing Department will post all RFQ (Request for Quotes) and RFP (Request for Proposals) over the direct buy limit on the Washington Electronic Business Solution website developed and administered by
the State of Washington.



When possible, participate in vendor events, like our upcoming Job & Career Fair with OMWBE brochures.




5. Our agency/institution developed the following 3‐5 strategies in 2015 to obtain our goals:


The Purchasing Office will run a list of vendors by county so that potential OMWBE suppliers in close proximity to the college can be suggested to employees as a possible vendor to use in procuring goods and
service.



To insure that the coding of vendors is correct, Purchasing will on a monthly basis review the OMWBE’s website’s listing of certified and decertified vendors to identify those that are utilized by the college.



The Purchasing Department will evaluate the potential benefits of utilizing the OMWBE CMATS (Contract Management and Tracking System) software program for identifying certified second tier subcontractors and
suppliers. The Director of Purchasing will gain an understanding of OMWBE’s method of tracking and recording qualified purchases.



Big Bend Community College will research the OMWBE website for qualified MWBE firms when purchasing daily goods and services.



Big Bend Community College will encourage vendor registration with OMWBE by notifying local vendors periodically with mailings. If there are potential vendors, OMWBE will be willing to work with the vendor to get them certified.
The vendor’s correct TIN number must be recorded with OWMBE to ensure correct reporting.

6. Our agency/institution will conduct the following training, activities, policy work, or other activities,
which are designed to promote M/WBE inclusion:


The Director of Purchasing will annually train departmental employees with responsibility for procurement and contracting regarding the appropriate implementation measure for each of the outreach strategies.



The Director of Purchasing will provide training to procurement card holders and authorized direct buy purchasers (those purchases less than $3500.00 before sales



The Director of Purchasing will annually advice and coordinate with the Accounts Payable fiscal technician regarding the appropriate sub-object classifications for




7. Additional comments: This program shall be reviewed annually for measuring progress towards establ
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